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household utility just like electricity and
water Imagine having that kind of
computing power on tap in your home
he said

Mimos has engaged the help of some
multinational companies to look into
transforming the National Grid into a
portal so that it can be delivered to the
public as a utility It hopes to achieve this
by 2009

Driving R D
Abdul Wahab has so far engaged 13
universities in the country to conduct R D
work with Mimos

To be a premier applied research body
we cannot stand alone That s why we
signed MOUs memorandums of
understanding with the universities he
said

Mimos role in the deal is to provide a
national research roadmap for the country
and set it as a standard for R D as well as
build proofs of concept With such a
roadmap research findings will be more
marketable and in turn will put more
value into local R D work



There is a need for this roadmap or any
research done will be unstructured and

may not lead to useful purposes he said
Another reason is that the Government

is awarding the lion s share of royalities to
individual researchers as a way to
encourage more and better R D work

If the researchers follow this roadmap
they will be able to better produce
marketable products and this will earn
them more royalties said Abdul Wahab

Putting monetary value into research is
also a goal at Mimos and it is doing its
best to create a conducive environment for
this

Intellectual property IP is very
valuable and in developed nations it is
highly prized Abdul Wahab said adding
that Mimos has an IP reward programme
to aid the country in this respect

It set a target for 140 IPs to be disclosed
by year end he said But we already have
208 and there are still a few months to

go
In previous years Mimos had only two

IPs for patenting Now we have 10
patented ideas and 24 patent pending
IPs said Abdul Wahab with a smile I
still intend to crack the whip at our

patent lawyers to make them file patents
fasten

But he agreed that this is a good
problem to have and said he is pleased

with the work by Mimos researchers who
are churning out IPs like never before

The year ahead
On the cards for his second year in office
Abdul Wahab has Mimos developing an
initiative called K Mosque which is aimed
at Muslims in the country

1 plan to use the K Mosque to empower
the Muslim community especially those
in the rural areas he said

Based on the telecentre initiative which
introduces ICT information and
communications technology to
Malaysians K Mosque will use technology
to enhance the religious knowledge of
Muslims



He also expects K Mosque to be
embraced by senior members of the
Muslim community who will then absorb
the latest in ICT through the experience�2014
a win win result

It s not enough to have telecentres
because mostly youths go to these places
while senior community members do not
usually see the relevance of using ICT he
said

K Mosque will help change this
perception

Over the next 12 months Mimos has
also been tasked with helping the local
information technology industry to go
global

It has divided the industry into three
tiers the first is established companies
that have the potential the second is up
and coming players and the third is
techopreneur startups

Abdul Wahab wants transfers of

technology between the first and second
tier groups which will in turn help the
third tier companies move up the value
chain

Everyone needs to work together for the
benefit of each and everyone he believes
He declined to name the companies in the
three tiers but said state ICT councils
were lending Mimos a hand with the
initiative

These companies will learn and train
with us and we will make sure they
sharpen their capabilities to international
standards said Abdul Wahab

All in all it s going to be a busy second
year
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